
Consolidated Minerals Ltd was in productive operation when the mine was shut down 

unexpectedly. Although it seemed like bad news for the future of the company, it represented 

a unique opportunity to streamline the administration and IT functions.

 Earl Metcalf, Consolidated Minerals’ ICT Coordinator, explains that the office, lights and 

previous IT build were all left running in anticipation of production recommencing. When it 

did, there were some hefty bills for software, license and equipment renewals. It prompted 

a thorough systems audit, and among the discoveries his team made was a very expensive 

and cumbersome data availability solution.

 “We went back to market to find something easier to maintain and manage, and that’s 

where Veeam came into the picture,” Metcalf says.

 Veeam has bought about a new paradigm of data availability to Metcalf and his team. 

Under the old IT regime, Consolidated Minerals didn’t even have accurate data coming in to 

the system, information about frontline operations often coming in manually and having to be 

reconciled. Today, the Veeam platform offers a complete view of data fidelity and security.

 If the system goes down, the process of recording ore as it’s extracted slows, according 

to Metcalf. “The block models don’t get transferred to our diggers in an appropriate amount 

of time,” he says. “The impact is they have to go back to their manual process, which is 

someone going out to the diggers every hour to make a record. It impacts the time it takes 

to keep the ore moving.”

 The other reason to look elsewhere for disaster recovery (DR) was because integration 

with incoming systems threatened to be a labyrinthine process with other providers.

 “We recently put in a Cisco FlashStack converged infrastructure solution, with everything 

due to move across to Microsoft Office 365 and the old system wasn’t capable of doing what 

we needed,” Metcalf says. “We went to market with the specific requirement of Office 365 

cloud presence and back-up, as a lot of people don’t think about backing their email up.”

The Veeam Solution

 Any new solution adopted by Consolidated Minerals had to adhere to three core values 

Metcalf says he maintains not just with his IT team but in his career; simplicity, scalability and 

the least administrative effort, benchmarks he says the previous system didn’t meet because 

it was more complicated than it needed to be.
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 “We were looking for a system that could scale with our growth rapidly,” Metcalf says. 

“One of the primary reasons we went with Veeam was because it was a lot simpler than other 

vendors. For example, I don’t manage the back-up system myself, but just the other day I 

logged into the Veeam platform and restored some old files from it, even though I had no 

idea how to do it – it was that easy.”

 Metcalf contrasts that to the previous system, where it would take one or two days 

worth of manhours to sort back-ups out – whether it was making sure data was transferred 

successfully to the data centre, changing back-up tapes or guarding against or fixing failures.

 The move to Veeam has also resulted in considerable cost savings. For one thing, 

Consolidated Minerals is no longer outlaying up to $300 per month on data tapes, to say 

nothing of the expense and time involved in transporting and cycling them (which Metcalf 

says represents the biggest cost saving).

 Back payments on old maintenance and support tickets totalled more than the outlay to 

deploy Veeam altogether, and the bill to renew the previous system was around three times 

Veeam’s cost as well. What’s more, renewing the old system didn’t include the provision for 

critical software integration Metcalf was looking for in Office 365.

 He says it’s been painless not only using Veeam, but moving to subsequent builds and 

upgrades has been fast and easy too, not interrupting the flow of incoming data from mining 

operations in the least.

 Happily there are no data loss horror stories so far since using Veeam, but Metcalf adds 

that his team has moved on from a constant stance of care and maintenance to one of 

organisation and advancement.

 Integration with other products and systems, as mentioned, was a key driver for 

Consolidated Minerals’ selecting Veeam as its DR and data availability partner. One of the 

next projects on the agenda is to plan and deploy full featured cloud back-up, and Office 

365 integration was the primary requirement, Metcalf saying the entire restructure of the 

company’s data availability profile was built around it.

 “We’re doing integration ourself, so the reseller was just the point of purchase,” he says. 

“Since then however, they’ve uploaded our partner apps to a third party provider. It makes 

sense for staff to go through my licensing guys from end to end and it’s been a better 

experience than dealing with someone who just sells the product but doesn’t really know 

it inside and out.”

 So far, Metcalf says the whole experience of deploying and using Veeam boils down to 

confidence. “I know I can have anyone go into the Veeam dashboard and recover a file if they 

need to, all the way up to the server level. The time saved in not having to manage 

and maintain back-ups manually has been massive.”

The Results

Time savings

 Previously a member of the IT staff had to thoroughly check back-ups on a weekly basis. 

Veeam now sends daily notifications on success or potential issues. Metcalf estimates it’s 

meant an 80 percent reduction in manhours spent on DR.

Adheres to company values

 Metcalf strives to achieve three aims in his job; simplicity, scalability and the least 

administrative effort, and he says Veeam ticks every box

Competitive cost

 On top of maintenance costs dating from old support tickets with the previous provider, 

the renewal price was in excess of $30,000. The Veeam deployment cost less than a third 

as much. n
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